University Library System
always close to users

Science & Technology Library
Via Ferrata 1 - Pavia

Science Library
Via Bassi, 6 - Pavia

Medical Library
San Matteo Hospital

Library of Economics
San Felice Palace - Pavia

Library of Law
Corso Strada Nuova, 65 Pavia

Social & Political Science Library
Corso Strada Nuova, 65 Pavia

Humanities Library
Piazza del Lino, 2 - Pavia

Library of Musicology
Corso Garibaldi, 178 - Cremona

reference@unipv.it
libraries.unipv.it
Our services

1. Borrowing & Consultation
2. Interlibrary loan
3. Document delivery
4. Bibliographic assistance
5. Off campus access
6. Publishing
7. Alternate media
8. Ask Us

Library access

with the app Affluences or the website: www'affluences.com

Our resources

1. Online catalogue
2. Databases
3. Reference management softwares
4. Bibliometrics

Follow Us

Instagram: bibliotecheunipv
Facebook: Biblioteche Università di Pavia